Queen’s College
School-based After-school Learning and Support Grant
Evaluation Report (2019-20)
Expenditure
Effectiveness
A) Approved allocation
for Sept 2019 – Aug 2020: $46,050
B) Activities
a. After-school small group Chinese
speaking course for senior form
students

$9,720

➢
➢
➢
➢

b. Art / cultural activity
(watching a popular musical The
Lion King)

$ 18,140

➢
➢
➢
➢

c. After-school small group English
speaking course held by native
speakers

Total expenditure
Unspent balance

Original cost
$17,880
(unpaid due to
cancellation of
classes)

➢

➢

12 S4 to S6 students attended the course and they were split into two classes.
They had very positive comments about the course, which enhanced their Chinese speaking
skills and confidence in tackling the speaking exam.
They were given a set of notes with concrete input on different Chinese speaking topics and
they found the notes very useful.
They were impressed by the instructors who taught them specific skills in substantiating their
arguments in various topics.
20 students went to see the musical on 19 December 2019.
They were not only captivated by the story and characters, but were fascinated by the glamorous
costumes, elaborate stage design and wonderful music.
Overall they enjoyed the performance a lot and it broadened their horizons.
They said that if it had not been for the school, they would not have been able to watch
musicals simply because their families could not afford the tickets.
The course had been arranged prior to the school suspension: Dramatic English was to provide
the service and 13 S1 to S3 students were to join the course and be split into two classes; the
course would consist of 8 sessions from February to March with each session lasting 1.5 hours.
The course aimed to engage students in a wide variety of public speaking activities in which
they could practice speaking in English on different occasions, like giving presentations,
engaging in discussions, serving as master of ceremonies, delivering debate speeches, etc. Yet
it was cancelled due to school suspension.

$27,860
$18,190
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